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What is Adolescence?

Think back to your teen years. What was it like?

Adolescence is…

✤ A perplexing, challenging, amazing, exciting time

✤ A stage of life to cultivate well (NOT a stage to just get through)

✤ An important time of expansion and development



Common Myths of Adolescence

1. Raging hormones make teens crazy!

2. Teens are immature and need to just grow up!

3. Teens don’t need their parents anymore!



Truth of Adolescence

TRUTH: Significant brain developments are largely response 
for the “craziness” of adolescence. 

TRUTH: Adults thrive because of the important work they do 
during adolescence to develop their core character traits.

TRUTH: Relying more on peers and friendships is a normal 
and healthy part of adolescence, preparing teens to launch 
into adulthood.



What the teen brain needs

✤ Novelty seeking - building sense of adventure in mind and 
body

✤ Social engagement - increase peer connection, learning how 
to create and maintain relationships

✤ Increased emotional intensity - energy, vitality, creation of 
meaning

✤ Creative exploration - abstract reasoning, question status 
quo, innovation, identity formation





Emotionally Sensitive People

Emotionally sensitive people are those who experience 
intense emotions more frequently and for longer periods 
of time than “most” people do. 

Inherently is not a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ thing. It just is. 

Ask yourself or child:  

How has this sensitivity helped me at work/home/school/
parenting/relationships, etc.? How has it burdened me?             
What has it brought me and cost me?



Common traits of emotional 
sensitivity people

Strong emotions and ability to feel others’ emotions or pain

Connection to nature and/or animals

Excessive tolerance and intolerance of others

Fluid identity, love/hate relationships with own emotions

Frequent fatigue or unexplained body aches

Difficulty making decisions and sensitive to rejection

Creative and passionate about social justice



What is MINDSIGHT?

✤ Insight (me) : self-awareness; 
who am I now, who have I 
been in the past, who would 
I like to be

✤ Empathy (you) : walk in 
someone else’s shoes,  
builds compassion, 
kindness, and social 
intelligence

✤ Integration (us) : connect 
different parts to create an 
interconnected whole; 
creates balance within self



Common coping strategies

✤ Emotionally REACTIVE - act first, think later  

impulsive actions based on in the moment feelings, ex. sending 
angry e-mail to your boss and later regretting it.

✤ Emotionally AVOIDANT - deny, distract, numb

uncomfortable feelings (especially fear, anger, shame) are 
pushed away or stuffed down, ex. turning to food or wine when 
emotional, netflix binging

allowing only for “good” or “positive” feelings, ex. chasing 
happiness or the next quick fix (i.e. new diet, new gadget) 



““Whatever emotional state you’re in while you’re parenting 
conveys more to your child than the content of what you're 
doing with them, no matter how perfect your intervention 

looks on paper." 

In other words, to paraphrase Marshall McLuhan,            
“your emotional state is the message.”

– Michael Y. Simon, 
The Approximate Parent: Discovering the Strategies that 

Work for Your Teenager.



Emotional First Aid

Always start with the basics : 

✤ Have you eaten in the past 2-3 hours? If not, you might be hangry. 
Have a high protein snack with a fruit or veggie. Grab a tall glass 
of water.

✤ Are you tired? Did you get enough sleep last night? We are all 
more emotional when tired and run down.

✤ Are you in pain or ill? If so, address physical needs.

✤ Have you moved your body? Stretch, take a walk, do squats 



Your oxygen mask goes on first

✤ Take a break! Cry, yell, feel the feels

✤ Deep, slow breathing; in for count of 4, out for 8

✤ Visualization - describe in detail favorite way to relax, 
most relaxing thing to see/smell/touch/hear/taste

✤ Progressive muscle relaxation - tense and release each 
muscle in the body, starting at head or feet



How to help yourself and your teen

Healthy distractions to use anywhere  (car, movies, restaurant, etc.)

✤ Play categories: Think of a category (i.e. music, movie titles, food, favorite authors, 
etc.) and begin going through the category alphabetically. This exercise can help 
ground you in an activity that is not emotionally distressing and will allow you to 
distance and distract yourself from emotional response so you can get through the 
moment. 

✤ Plan a vacation you would like to take. Visualize the place, imagine the sounds, plan 
activities and outings. It doesn’t matter if this vacation will ever happen. Just allow 
your mind to fantasize about all the pleasant details, experiences, sensations, and 
anticipation that goes with planning a vacation. This will give your mind and body a 
break from being activated within a stress response and can calm and soothe you. 



How to help yourself and your teen

✤ Connect first! Validate the feeling and remember feelings 
aren’t facts. Remember times you felt differently.

✤ Be in the moment! Focus on the here and now. Do 
activities requiring your present focus and attention

✤ Stop the replay! Accept that “it is what it is”. If thoughts 
run wild, busy the brain with games.

✤ Abandon logical reasoning, temporarily. 



How to help yourself and your teen

✤ Turn down the shark music! Let go of background noise of 
past hurts or transgressions

✤ Chase the why! Look to understand what’s behind the 
behavior/action

✤ Stop talking and listen! Look for meaning and deeper 
understanding

✤ Reflect and check! Say back to them what you’re hearing. 
Ask if you heard it correctly. If not, get clarification. 



Build a Growth 
Mindset

✤ Embrace challenges

✤ Persist in face of setbacks

✤ Effort is path to mastery

✤ Learn from criticism 

✤ Find lessons and inspiration 
from others success

Information from book                               
Mindsight by Carol Dweck



What About Discipline?

✤ Focus on what 
matters the most

✤ What skills and 
characteristics 
do you want to 
build in your 
teen?

Graphic from                                     
Positive Discipline by Jane Nelson
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